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THERMAL
INSULATION

DIMENSIONAL 
STABILITY ALL CLIMATES

RESIN FREE

PREMIUM  LUNAWOOD 
THERMOWOOD®

Lunawood is a premium wood material for versatile exterior and interior
applications in all climates. Our products create opportunities for architects
and designers to use wood in an innovative and natural way. The quality 
of our products starts by selecting the very best
and spruce, which we enhance to produce the more durable, beautiful
and long lasting Lunawood Thermowood. Only the carefully chosen, live

Lunawood’s thermo treatment process respects the natural properties
of the timber. The raw material is processed using only heat and steam 

Can be used both

indoors and outdoors

in all climate 

conditions

Resin is removed 

during the Thermal 

Decreased heat

trans mission

compared to 

untreated wood

Retains its shape better

than untreated wood

and therefore a perfect 

choice for demanding 

applications

Raw material is grown 

in sustainable and 

forests

Durable and weather 

resistant, Lunawood

Thermo-D has Class 2 

decay resistance

SUSTAINABLE 
FORESTRY

WEATHER 
ENDURANCE

Completely natural 

and toxic-free material

Trademarked product 

produced by patented

and annually audited 

process

NON TOXIC

CERTIFIED QUALITY
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Alleen voor buiten



LATTEN

2

Luna SHP 19x92

Luna SHP 19x117

Luna SHP 19x140

Luna SHP 26x92

Luna SHP 26x117

Luna SHP 26x140  

Luna SHP 40x185

Luna SHP 42x42

Luna SHP 42x68

Luna SHP 42x92

Luna SHP 42x117

Luna SHP 42x140

Luna Parallelogram SSS 20x92

Luna Parallelogram SSS 26x68

Luna Half Parallelogram HSS 28/42x42

Luna Post 88x88      

Luna Post 140x140                 
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